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WELCOME
�ÿŤ�rĪÿģżǝ�ǝÿƫ�łżǀŲģĪģ�ŏŲڑړڕڍ��ěǣ�hÿǝƣĪŲĜĪ�ÿŲģ��żŲŲŏĪ�àŏŧŧŏÿŰƫ܉�ƠÿƣĪŲƸƫ�ǝŊż�ǝÿŲƸĪģ�Ƹż�ǿŲģ�
an educational option to traditional schooling for their four young children. Together they created 
an experiential, student-centered curriculum that honors the natural development of children. At 
the same time, they helped pioneer the modern homeschooling movement. Forty years later, Oak 
rĪÿģżǝ�ěĪĜÿŰĪ�ƸŊĪ�ǿƣƫƸ�ģŏƫƸÿŲĜĪ�ŧĪÿƣŲŏŲŃ�ƫĜŊżżŧ�Ƹż�ĪÿƣŲ�ÿĜĜƣĪģŏƸÿƸŏżŲ�łƣżŰ�ƸŊĪ�tĪǝ�/ŲŃŧÿŲģ�
Association of Schools and Colleges. 

Today, thousands of families around the world use Oak Meadow’s K-12 curriculum independently, 
and 500 students enroll in our accredited distance learning school. Our personalized learning 
approach challenges, motivates, and inspires students to take ownership of their learning and to 
develop an academic curiosity that will serve them well throughout their lives.



High School: Grades 9-12

Our high school curriculum is rigorous and grounded in 
ÿĜÿģĪŰŏĜ�ƫƸÿŲģÿƣģƫ�SƸ�ŏƫ�ÿŧƫż�ǵŧĪǢŏěŧĪ܉�ĜƣĪÿƸŏǜĪ܉�ÿŲģ�ƸŊżǀŃŊƸ� 
provoking. Students are given many options for directing their 
learning, incorporating their interests, and choosing how to 
ĪŲŃÿŃĪ�ǝŏƸŊ�ƸŊĪ�ŧĪƫƫżŲ�ĜżŲƸĪŲƸ�¼ŊĪǣ�ĪǢƠŧżƣĪ܉�ƣĪǵŧĪĜƸ܉�ĜżŲƫŏģĪƣ� 
multiple perspectives, form opinions, and support their ideas 
with evidence and reasoning. Oak Meadow students learn to 
ÿƣƸŏĜǀŧÿƸĪ�ƸŊĪŏƣ�ŏģĪÿƫ�ǝŏƸŊ�ĜŧÿƣŏƸǣ�ÿŲģ�ĜżŲǿģĪŲĜĪ�ƫż�ƸŊĪǣ�ÿƣĪ� 
prepared for college, career, and beyond.

Course Descriptions
Oak Meadow delivers a meaningful academic experience 
through imaginative, engaging courses and creative projects. 
 żǀƣƫĪƫ�ÿƣĪ�ĜŊÿŧŧĪŲŃŏŲŃ�ěǀƸ�ǵŧĪǢŏěŧĪ�ƫż�ǣżǀ�ÿƣĪ�ĪŰƠżǝĪƣĪģ�Ƹż� 
make your learning your own. 

àŊŏŧĪ�ŰżƫƸ�ĜżǀƣƫĪƫ�ÿƣĪ�ÿǜÿŏŧÿěŧĪ�Ƹż�ÿŧŧ�ƫƸǀģĪŲƸƫ܉�ÿ�ƫĪŧĪĜƸ�łĪǝ� 
ÿƣĪ�żƠĪŲ�Ƹż�ĪŲƣżŧŧĪģ�ƫƸǀģĪŲƸƫ�żŲŧǣܠ�ŲżƸĪģ�ǝŏƸŊܡ�܄� Course 
availability is subject to change.



Composition: Expression and Understanding *

SŲ�ƸŊĪ�ǿƣƫƸ�ƫĪŰĪƫƸĪƣ܉�¼ŊĪ��ƣƸ�żł�/ǢƠƣĪƫƫŏżŲ܉�ƫƸǀģĪŲƸƫ�ǝŏŧŧ�ĪǢƠŧżƣĪ�ÿ�ǜÿƣŏĪƸǣ�
of reading and writing assignments to help them understand their own 
individual perspective, strengths, challenges, and skills. They will gain tools 
for understanding themselves and others, and practice the skills needed 
to articulate arguments and viewpoints. In the second semester, The Act of 
Understanding, students explore their individual curiosities in a semester-
long inquiry project.

Literature & Composition: The Hero’s Journey

This introductory literature and composition course features ordinary 
ƠĪżƠŧĪ�ǝŊż�ǿŲģ�ƸŊĪŰƫĪŧǜĪƫ�ŏŲ�ĜŏƣĜǀŰƫƸÿŲĜĪƫ�ƸŊÿƸ�ƣĪƢǀŏƣĪ�ĪǢƸƣÿżƣģŏŲÿƣǣ�
ÿĜƸƫ܉�ÿŲģ�Ŋżǝ�ƸŊĪƫĪ�ÿĜƸƫ�ƣĪŧÿƸĪ�Ƹż�ƸŊĪ�ÿƣĜŊĪƸǣƠÿŧ�ŊĪƣżܹƫ�šżǀƣŲĪǣ�hĪƫƫżŲƫ�
provide historical background on the setting and author, and discussion 
points for exploring literary themes and issues with family and peers. 
Students develop a wide range of composition skills throughout the course, 
using multiple techniques and formats.

Literature & Composition II

Students engage in a wide variety of writing assignments, such as compare 
and contrast essays, archetypal stories, and vignettes. Students read classic 
novels and poetry, examining story structure, theme, and style. The course 
emphasizes literary analysis and encourages students to hone their own 
writing style and voice.

American Literature

In this course, students explore the thoughts and feelings of the men and 
ǝżŰĪŲ�ǝŊż�ŊĪŧƠĪģ�ĜƣĪÿƸĪ�ÿŲģ�ģĪǿŲĪ�ƸŊĪ�ǀŲŏƢǀĪ�ŊĪƣŏƸÿŃĪ�ÿŲģ�ĜǀŧƸǀƣĪ�żł�
the American people. Active reading and critical evaluation is emphasized. 
®ƸǀģĪŲƸƫ�ƣĪǿŲĪ�ĜżŰƠżƫŏƸŏżŲ�ÿŲģ�ƠƣĪƫĪŲƸÿƸŏżŲ�ƫŤŏŧŧƫ�ěǣ�ǝƣŏƸŏŲŃ�Īƫƫÿǣƫ�
(expository, interpretive, contrast and compare), magazine columns, travel 
guides, interviews, editorials, and speeches. Students also explore the 
works of modern American poets and write a literary research paper.

World Literature

Students read the works of contemporary and historical international 
ÿǀƸŊżƣƫ�ÿŲģ�ƣĪǿŲĪ�ŃƣÿŰŰÿƣ�ÿŲģ�ĜżŰƠżƫŏƸŏżŲ�ƫŤŏŧŧƫ�ƸŊƣżǀŃŊ�ŲǀŰĪƣżǀƫ�
writing assignments. In addition to active reading and critical evaluation 
of literature, students’ writing instincts are further honed and challenged 
with a variety of essay styles, a biographical research paper, poetry, movie 
reviews, news articles, an analysis of symbolism and irony, and a one-act 
play.

British Literature: Monsters, Faeries, and Kings

¼Ŋŏƫ�ĜżǀƣƫĪ�ƠƣĪƫĪŲƸƫ�ÿ�ƫĪŧĪĜƸŏżŲ�żł�ǝżƣŤƫ�łƣżŰ��ƣŏƸŏƫŊ�hŏƸĪƣÿƸǀƣĪ�ƫƠÿŲŲŏŲŃ�
łƣżŰ�ŏƸƫ�żƣŏŃŏŲƫ�ƸŊƣżǀŃŊ�ƸŊĪڌڎ�ƸŊ�ĜĪŲƸǀƣǣ�¼ŊĪ�ǿƣƫƸ�ƫĪŰĪƫƸĪƣ�ěĪŃŏŲƫ�ǝŏƸŊ�
ƸŊĪ�ĪÿƣŧŏĪƫƸ�ǝƣŏƸƸĪŲ�ǝżƣŤ�żł��ƣŏƸŏƫŊ�hŏƸĪƣÿƸǀƣĪ܉��Īżǝǀŧł܉�ÿŲ�ĪƠŏĜ�ƠżĪŰ�ǝŊżƫĪ�
hero becomes a king by defeating a family of dreadful monsters, followed 
by King Arthur and the Arthurian legends in The Once and Future King. The 
second semester brings magical creatures cavorting in a Shakespeare 
Ơŧÿǣ܉�ƸŊĪŲ�ŰżǜĪƫ�łżƣǝÿƣģ�ŏŲ�ƸŏŰĪ�Ƹż�ĪǢƠŧżƣĪ�ƸŊĪ�NĪƣż�ÿƫ�ÿ�ĜŊŏŧģ�ŏŲ�David 
 żƠƠĪƣǾĪŧģ. Written assignments include interpretive essays, creative 
stories and projects.

English



àżŰĪŲܹƫ�hŏƸĪƣÿƸǀƣĪ܈�àżƣŧģƫ�żł�®ĜŏĪŲĜĪ�FŏĜƸŏżŲ�ÿŲģ�FÿŲƸÿƫǣ

This course explores themes of identity, gender, race, social justice, 
ÿŲģ�ŧżżŤƫ�ÿƸ�ƸŊĪ�ŧŏƸĪƣÿƣǣ�ĜƣÿǽƸ�żł�ǝżƣŧģ�ěǀŏŧģŏŲŃܠ�Ŋżǝ�ÿ�ǝƣŏƸĪƣ�ĜƣĪÿƸĪƫ�ÿŲ�
elaborate, believable, story world).

American Literature: Natives, Naturalists, Immigrants, and Settlers 

This course explores how the United States developed its shape and 
character throughout the 19th century by way of the movement called the 
àĪƫƸǝÿƣģ�/ǢƠÿŲƫŏżŲ��ǣ�ƣĪÿģŏŲŃ�ÿŲģ�ƣĪǵŧĪĜƸŏŲŃ�żŲ�ƸŊĪ�ǝżƣģƫ܉�ÿƣƸǝżƣŤ܉�
and novels that contain their stories, we will come closer to the authentic 
experiences of those who then lived in the United States of America. 
Students will develop independent projects based on their reading, their 
experiences, and the history of their family. 

Word: The Poet’s Voice

¼Ŋŏƫ�ƠżĪƸƣǣ�ĜżǀƣƫĪ�ĪǢƠŧżƣĪƫ�ƸŊĪ�ǝƣŏƸŏŲŃ�ĜƣÿǽƸ�ŲĪĪģĪģ�Ƹż�ƠƣżģǀĜĪ�ƠżĪŰƫ�
that deserve to be read. Students will study various themes from nature 
writing to love poetry, spoken word and environmentally-themed poems, 
and works focused on capturing and expressing the female perspective. 
Students create and learn how to edit and revise their own poems and 
become skilled at analyzing the poetry of others. Various writing exercises 
allow each student to venture beyond their home to observe the world 
around them, record their observations, and channel what they see and 
experience directly into their poems.

Speak Your Truth: Poetry Part II *

¼Ŋŏƫ�ĜżǀƣƫĪ�ěǀŏŧģƫ�żŲ�ƸŊĪ�łżǀŲģÿƸŏżŲ�żł�ƸŊĪ�ƠżĪƸܹƫ�ĜƣÿǽƸ�ģĪǜĪŧżƠĪģ�ŏŲ�àżƣģ܈�
The Poet’s Voice and expands it to include performance skills needed to 
recite poetry before an audience. By studying videos of selected poetry 
readings by well-known poets of various genres and attending local poetry 
readings, students explore the reading styles and techniques employed by 
each author. Writing exercises are designed to develop the student’s poetic 
repertoire, drawing inspiration from personal experience, current events, 
nature, relationships, and the imagination to writing meaningful poetry.





Algebra I

This course covers essential algebraic concepts. Emphasis is placed on 
applying algebraic and geometric skills to solve word problems. Topics 
include signed numbers, multivariable solids, factoring trinomials, and 
graphing non-linear functions.

Geometry

This geometry course introduces students to the basic theorems of 
Euclidean plane geometry and their applications, and it explores both 
ƠŧÿŲĪ�ÿŲģ�ƫżŧŏģ�ŃĪżŰĪƸƣŏĜ�ǿŃǀƣĪƫ�®ƸǀģĪŲƸƫ�ŧĪÿƣŲ�Ŋżǝ�Ƹż�ƠƣżǜĪ�ƸŊĪżƣĪŰƫ�
by the axiomatic method and to use these theorems in solving a variety 
of problems. They also learn how to accomplish a variety of geometric 
constructions. 

Math Connections

This problem-solving course focuses on topics and applications relevant 
to life in today’s world. Every lesson includes mental math activities, 
journaling, textbook readings, and practice problems. Activities requiring 
critical thinking and the application of math skills are also part of each 
lesson. The course looks at math connections to art, science, history, 
ƠŊŏŧżƫżƠŊǣ܉�ÿŲģ�ŰżƣĪ܉�ÿŲģ�ŏŲƸƣżģǀĜĪƫ�ƠĪżƠŧĪ�ǝŊż�ŊÿǜĪ�ěĪĪŲ�ŏŲǵŧǀĪŲƸŏÿŧ�ŏŲ�
ƸŊĪ�ǿĪŧģ�żł�ŰÿƸŊĪŰÿƸŏĜƫ�hĪƫƫżŲ�ƸżƠŏĜƫ�ŏŲĜŧǀģĪ�ƫĪƸ�ƸŊĪżƣǣ܉�ŲǀŰěĪƣ�ƸŊĪżƣǣ܉�
ƠĪƣƫżŲÿŧ�ǿŲÿŲĜĪ܉�ŰĪÿƫǀƣĪŰĪŲƸ܉�ƠƣżěÿěŏŧŏƸǣ܉�ƫƸÿƸŏƫƸŏĜƫ܉�ÿŲģ�ŧżŃŏĜ�

Algebra II

Students integrate topics from Algebra I and Geometry as they begin the 
study of trigonometry. The course provides opportunities for continued 
practice of the fundamental concepts of algebra, geometry, and 
trigonometry to enable students to develop a foundation for the study of 
Advanced Mathematics.

Math
Advanced Mathematics

Advanced Mathematics prepares students for the study of mathematics 
at the college level through a presentation of standard pre-calculus topics, 
including substantial new material on discrete mathematics and data 
analysis.

Calculus I

Calculus I focuses on all the topics normally covered in an Advanced 
Placement AB-level Calculus program. The text begins with a thorough 
review of those mathematical concepts and skills required for calculus. 
In the early problem sets, students practice setting up word problems 
they will later encounter as calculus problems. The problem sets contain 
multiple-choice and conceptually-oriented problems similar to those 
found on the AP Calculus examination. 

Calculus II

¼Ŋŏƫ�ĜżǀƣƫĪ�ƠŏĜŤƫ�ǀƠ�ǝŊĪƣĪ� ÿŧĜǀŧǀƫ�S�ĪŲģĪģ�ÿŲģ�ĜżŰƠŧĪƸĪƫ�ƸŊĪ�ǿŲÿŧڏܕڍ��żł�
the Saxon textbook, Calculus with Trigonometry and Analytic Geometry. 
Together, the Oak Meadow Calculus I and Calculus II courses cover the 
ƸżƠŏĜƫ�żŲ�ƸŊĪ��£� ÿŧĜǀŧǀƫ�� �ƫǣŧŧÿěǀƫܠ�tżƸĪ܈� ÿŧĜǀŧǀƫ�S�ÿŲģ�SS�ǀƫĪ�ƸŊĪ�ƫÿŰĪ�
textbook.)



Ã®�NŏƫƸżƣǣ

This course explores U.S. history from the earliest settlements to the 
dawn of the 21st century. Using an interdisciplinary approach, students 
are encouraged to integrate information, discover patterns, and develop 
ĜƣŏƸŏĜÿŧ�ƸŊŏŲŤŏŲŃ�ƫŤŏŧŧƫ�ŏŲ�ƸŊĪŏƣ�ƣĪƫƠżŲƫĪƫ�Ƹż�ƫŏŃŲŏǿĜÿŲƸ�ŏƫƫǀĪƫ�ÿŲģ�ĪǜĪŲƸƫ�ŏŲ�
American history. 

World History

¼Ŋŏƫ�àżƣŧģ�NŏƫƸżƣǣ�ĜżǀƣƫĪ�ŰżǜĪƫ�łÿƣ�ěĪǣżŲģ�ƸŊĪ�ƫŏŰƠŧĪ�ŧĪÿƣŲŏŲŃ�żł�
historical facts. It asks students to think deeply about what we can learn 
from the past and apply to the present to create a better future. This course 
looks at world history through a multi-faceted lens, helping students 
connect course topics with literature, art, geography, psychology, sociology, 
economics, science, and technology.

Social Studies Ã®�GżǜĪƣŲŰĪŲƸ

The U.S. Government course is based upon the premise that analyzing 
ĜǀƣƣĪŲƸ�ŏŲłżƣŰÿƸŏżŲ�ŏƫ�ĪƫƫĪŲƸŏÿŧ�Ƹż�ÿŲ�ĪǳłĪĜƸŏǜĪ�ĜŏƸŏǭĪŲƣǣ�SƸ�ÿƫŤƫ�ƫƸǀģĪŲƸƫ�
to research, compare, contrast, and think critically about government-
related issues. Students learn the ideals behind the American system of 
government and the mechanics of its operation in preparation for taking 
their places as independent thinking citizens of the nation.

World Geography

The study of world geography involves understanding the natural forces 
that shape our planet and the interactions between people and their 
environment. This course looks at how human activity can modify the 
surface of the Earth itself and inform the region’s culture and inhabitants 
over time, using information from disparate sources like maps, statistics, 
news reports, and literary accounts, and integrating it into a comprehensive 
understanding. 

¦ĪŧŏŃŏżŲƫ�żł�ƸŊĪ�àżƣŧģ

Using a comparative approach, this course explores the rich diversity of 
ƣĪŧŏŃŏżǀƫ�ŧŏłĪ�ěĪŃŏŲŲŏŲŃ�ǝŏƸŊ�ģĪǿŲŏŲŃ�ƣĪŧŏŃŏżŲ�ÿĜĜżƣģŏŲŃ�Ƹż�ŏƸƫ�ƣżŧĪ�ÿŲģ�
purpose in human life. Within a cultural and historical context, students 
will explore a variety of human religious responses including symbol, 
sacred text, myth, belief, and rituals. 

World Religions: Finding Common Ground*

This project-based course asks students to consider one of the greatest 
ƠǀǭǭŧĪƫ�żł�ǝżƣŧģ�ŊŏƫƸżƣǣ܈�Nżǝ�ĜÿŲ�ŰĪŰěĪƣƫ�żł�ģŏǜĪƣƫĪ�ƣĪŧŏŃŏżŲƫ�ĜżŰĪ�
ƸżŃĪƸŊĪƣ�ÿƫ�żŲĪ�ĜżŰŰǀŲŏƸǣ�ŏŲ�ǝŊŏĜŊ�ƸŊĪ�ƫƠĪĜŏǿĜ�ƠƣÿĜƸŏĜĪƫ�żł�ĪÿĜŊ�ÿƣĪ�
honored? Students research a wide variety of world religions and, using 
ƸŊĪŏƣ�ǿŲģŏŲŃƫ܉�ģĪƫŏŃŲ�ÿŲ�ŏŲƸĪƣłÿŏƸŊ�ĜĪŲƸĪƣ�ƸŊÿƸ�ƸÿŤĪƫ�żŲ�ƸŊŏƫ�ƢǀĪƫƸŏżŲ܉�ÿŏģĪģ�
by frequent teacher feedback and discussion. 



The Modern Middle East

This is an introduction to the history, religious life, and politics of the 
Middle East. Focusing on the region’s confrontation with the West since 
Napoleon’s invasion of Egypt in 1798, students will learn how European 
colonialism introduced modern and secular ideas into the Middle East, 
creating tensions with traditional patterns of belief and culture. Students 
will explore how the intrusive actions of Western colonizers caused the 
ƣĪŃŏżŲܹƫ�ƠżŧŏƸŏĜÿŧ�ÿǳłÿŏƣƫ�Ƹż�ěĪĜżŰĪ�ǝĪÿŤ�ÿŲģ�ǀŲƫƸÿěŧĪ�¼ŊĪ�ĜżǀƣƫĪ�ÿŧƫż�
ŧżżŤƫ�ÿƸ�ƸŊĪ�ĜżŲǵŧŏĜƸƫ�ěĪƸǝĪĪŲ�SƫƣÿĪŧ�ÿŲģ�ŏƸƫ�ƣĪŃŏżŲÿŧ�ŲĪŏŃŊěżƣƫ܉�ƸŊĪ�ƣżŧĪ�żł�
Islamic revivalist movements, and the impact of oil.

Psychology

This experiential psychology course is designed to help students 
become more aware of themselves as unique individuals. Using their 
own experiences as a guide, students are encouraged to be scientists 
in the process of exploring themselves and their place in the universe 
as they examine such topics as love, beauty, joy, spontaneity, and self-
actualization. 

rĪģŏÿ�hŏƸĪƣÿĜǣ܈� ƣŏƸŏĜÿŧ��Ųÿŧǣƫŏƫ�żł�rĪģŏÿ�ÿŲģ� ǀŧƸǀƣĪ

rĪģŏÿ�hŏƸĪƣÿĜǣ�ŏƫ�ÿěżǀƸ�ŧĪÿƣŲŏŲŃ�Ŋżǝ�Ƹż�ĜƣŏƸŏĜÿŧŧǣ�ĪŲŃÿŃĪ�ÿŲģ�ŰÿŤĪ�ƫĪŲƫĪ�
of the media all around us. In addition to introducing students to the 
history and use of media, this course will help develop analytical tools that 
students can use to examine media content, intent, context, and subtext.

Social Justice: Navigating Cultural Competence in the 21st Century *

In this 18-week discussion course, students will engage with multimedia 
ranging from videos, social media, articles, graphics, and many other 
tools to explore and discuss a range of social justice issues. Students will 
also explore and discuss the historical and modern perspective while 
connecting the intersections of race, class, gender, culture, religion, and 
many other challenging issues erupting in the U.S. and the world today. 

��®ĪŲƫĪ�żł�£ŧÿĜĪ܈�¼ŊĪ�GĪżŃƣÿƠŊǣ�żł�Gŧżěÿŧ� ŊÿŲŃĪ܄�

In this project-based course, students will learn and utilize geography skills 
and perspectives to explore vital real-world challenges related to our use 
and reliance upon natural, cultural, and economic resources. Students will 
gain a broad understanding of the world in which we live and the many 
forces that are shaping how we and our world will change in the near 
future.



/ŲǜŏƣżŲŰĪŲƸÿŧ�®ĜŏĪŲĜĪ�łżƣ�ÿ� ŊÿŲŃŏŲŃ�àżƣŧģ

This course introduces fundamental ecological concepts and explores the interactions 
between all living things including humans and our environment. Students learn 
about the biosphere, major biomes, ecosystems, chemical cycles, and the role of living 
things in ecosystems. In addition to learning about environmental problems, students 
explore practical alternatives for protecting the environment and moving toward a 
sustainable future. 

�ŏżŧżŃǣ܈�¼ŊĪ�®Ƹǀģǣ�żł�hŏłĪ

The labs and activities included in the course explore important science skills in data 
collection, modeling, and exploration. Necessary materials are included in the Oak 
rĪÿģżǝ��ŏżŧżŃǣ�hÿě�fŏƸ

Human Anatomy and Physiology *

This one-semester course covers topics related to human anatomy including circulation 
system, immune system, skeletal and muscular systems, and reproduction and 
ģĪǜĪŧżƠŰĪŲƸ�hÿěƫ�ÿŲģ�ÿĜƸŏǜŏƸŏĪƫ�ŊĪŧƠ�ƫƸǀģĪŲƸƫ�łǀŧŧǣ�ĪǢƠŧżƣĪ�ŧĪƫƫżŲ�ƸżƠŏĜƫ���ŧÿě�ŤŏƸ�ŏƫ�
available.

Chemistry with Lab

Students will get a rigorous hands-on introduction to the tools, terms, and practices of 
the study of chemistry. The course includes engaging and thought-provoking lessons, 
ÿǳłżƣģŏŲŃ�ƫƸǀģĪŲƸƫ�ÿ�ĜŊÿŲĜĪ�Ƹż�ƣĪÿģ܉�ǝƣŏƸĪ܉�ÿŲģ�ƣĪǵŧĪĜƸ�żŲ�ĜŊĪŰŏƫƸƣǣ�ƠƣŏŲĜŏƠŧĪƫ�ÿŲģ�ƸŊĪŏƣ�
real-world applications. 

Physics

This course combines traditional physics instruction with modern quantum theories 
of the nature of the universe. The subject is taught at an introductory level, which will 
allow the average student to grasp the concepts of Newton’s laws, statics, dynamics, 
thermodynamics, optics, DC circuits, waves, electromagnetics, and special relativity.

Science



Integrated Drawing

This experiential course is designed to help students of all skill levels learn 
to draw. Students learn the basics of perspective, shading, proportion, 
color, and compositional balance.

Drawing and Design

Students are introduced to the primary concepts of drawing and design 
using exercises and readings designed to enhance artistic skills and 
appreciation. These drawing and design principles develop a student’s 
capacities to think creatively and to develop an eye for aesthetics. 

Painting

This course introduces painting in terms of color and design, and explores 
representational skills as well as non-representational and abstract 
elements. Students will develop basic skills and creative thinking. They are 
asked to explore their creative thoughts in a written journal and conduct 
self-evaluations. 

Introduction to Photography: The Eye, the Shutter, the Light, the Color

This course will teach such fundamental concepts as frame, focus, 
and composition, while also exploring the more interpretive side of 
photography. 

¼ŊĪ�®Ƹǀģǣ�żł�rǀƫŏĜ

Students are introduced to both the theory and history of music from 
monophonic chant to modern popular music. By studying and listening to 
music across the centuries, students gain a broad perspective of an art form 
that draws all humanity together.

Fine Arts



Health

Integrated Health and Fitness

¼Ŋŏƫ�ĜżǀƣƫĪ�żǳłĪƣƫ�ÿŲ�ŏŲܫģĪƠƸŊ�ĪǜÿŧǀÿƸŏżŲ�żł�ŊĪÿŧƸŊ�ÿŲģ�ǝĪŧŧŲĪƫƫ܉�ĪǢƠŧżƣŏŲŃ�
all aspects of health including physical, emotional, and social well-being. 
It covers anatomy and body systems as a basis for understanding the 
ěżģǣ�SƸ�ÿŧƫż�ƸÿŤĪƫ�ÿ�ƣĪłƣĪƫŊŏŲŃ�ŧżżŤ�ÿƸ�ģŏĪƸ܈�ǝŊŏŧĪ�ĪǢÿŰŏŲŏŲŃ�ŏŲ�ģĪƸÿŏŧ�
the components of food, we also simplify the elements of diet to make 
it accessible. Some of the many topics covered are personal health care, 
drugs, sexuality, aging, alternative medicine, and the environment and 
ŊĪÿŧƸŊ��Ų�ŏŲƸĪŃƣÿŧ�ƠÿƣƸ�żł�ƸŊĪ�ĜżǀƣƫĪ�ŏƫ�ǿƸŲĪƫƫ܈�ƫƸǀģĪŲƸƫ�ĪŲŃÿŃĪ�ŏŲ�ÿ�
ƣĪŃǀŧÿƣ�ÿĪƣżěŏĜ�ÿŲģ�ƫƸƣĪŲŃƸŊ�ěǀŏŧģŏŲŃ�ǿƸŲĪƫƫ�ƠƣżŃƣÿŰ�ǀƫŏŲŃ�ÿ�ŊĪÿƣƸ�ƣÿƸĪ�
monitor as a tool.



Suggested High School Course Schedule

Sample Oak Meadow Course Schedule

¼Ŋŏƫ�ƫÿŰƠŧĪ�ƫĜŊĪģǀŧĪ�ŏƫ�ƣĪǵŧĪĜƸŏǜĪ�żł�ƸǣƠŏĜÿŧ�ĜżŧŧĪŃĪܫƠƣĪƠ�ĜżǀƣƫĪ�ƫĪŧĪĜƸŏżŲƫ�
�ÿŤ�rĪÿģżǝ�ƠƣżǜŏģĪƫ�ƸŊŏƫ�ŃǀŏģĪ�łżƣ�ĪŲƣżŧŧĪģ�ƫƸǀģĪŲƸƫܠ�ŲżƸĪ܈�łÿŰŏŧŏĪƫ�ǝżƣŤ�
with an educational counselor to create personalized schedules); independent 
ŊżŰĪƫĜŊżżŧĪƣƫ�ǝŏŧŧ�ǿŲģ�ŏƸ�ÿ�ǀƫĪłǀŧ�ƸĪŰƠŧÿƸĪ�łżƣ�ƸŊĪŏƣ�żǝŲ�ƠŧÿŲŲŏŲŃ�

Course Credit Distribution

While this chart outlines the required course credit 
distribution for enrolled students seeking an Oak 
Meadow diploma, it is also a useful strategy for 
independent homeschoolers who are pursuing a 
typical college-preparatory education.

 żŰƠżƫŏƸŏżŲ܈�¼ŊĪ��ƣƸ�żł�/ǢƠƣĪƫƫŏżŲ

àżƣŧģ�NŏƫƸżƣǣ

/ŲǜŏƣżŲŰĪŲƸÿŧ�®ĜŏĪŲĜĪ

�ŧŃĪěƣÿ�S

àżƣŧģ�hÿŲŃǀÿŃĪ�S

FŏŲĪ��ƣƸƫܕ/ŧĪĜƸŏǜĪ

FŏƸŲĪƫƫܕ£/

English 4 credits

Math 3 credits (4 recommended)

Social Studies 4 credits

Science 3 credits (4 recommended)

Fine Arts 1 credit

World Language 2 credits

Health 1 credit

Fitness/PE 1 credit

Advanced Study 
Project 0.5 credits

Electives 2.5 credits

�ŰĪƣŏĜÿŲ�hŏƸĪƣÿƸǀƣĪ

��®ĪŲƫĪ�żł�£ŧÿĜĪ܈�¼ŊĪ�GĪżŃƣÿƠŊǣ�żł�Gŧżěÿŧ� ŊÿŲŃĪ

 ŊĪŰŏƫƸƣǣ�ǝŏƸŊ�hÿě

�ŧŃĪěƣÿ�SS

SŲƸĪŃƣÿƸĪģ�NĪÿŧƸŊ�ÿŲģ�FŏƸŲĪƫƫ

/ŧĪĜƸŏǜĪƫ

hŏƸĪƣÿƸǀƣĪޠ�� żŰƠżƫŏƸŏżŲ܈�¼ŊĪ�NĪƣżܹƫ�dżǀƣŲĪǣ

Ã®�NŏƫƸżƣǣ

�ŏżŧżŃǣ܈�¼ŊĪ�®Ƹǀģǣ�żł�hŏłĪ

GĪżŰĪƸƣǣ

àżƣŧģ�hÿŲŃǀÿŃĪ�SS

FŏŲĪ��ƣƸƫܕ/ŧĪĜƸŏǜĪ

FŏƸŲĪƫƫܕ£/

�ƣŏƸŏƫŊ�hŏƸĪƣÿƸǀƣĪ

¼ŊĪ�rżģĪƣŲ�rŏģģŧĪ�/ÿƫƸ

£ŊǣƫŏĜƫ

�ģǜÿŲĜĪģ�rÿƸŊ

�ģǜÿŲĜĪģ�®Ƹǀģǣ�£ƣżšĪĜƸ

/ŧĪĜƸŏǜĪƫ

Grade 9Required Course Credits

Grade 11 Grade 12

Grade 10



High School

Students who enroll in our distance learning school may take a single 
course for transferable credit, or they can choose a course of study to 
meet our graduation requirements and receive an Oak Meadow diploma. 
Students wishing to graduate from Oak Meadow must be a full-time 
student for both semesters of their senior year. 

•� ®ƸǀģĪŲƸƫ�ÿƣĪ�ÿƫƫŏŃŲĪģ�ÿ�ģŏǳłĪƣĪŲƸ�ƸĪÿĜŊĪƣ�łżƣ�ĪÿĜŊ�ĜżǀƣƫĪ܉�ƫǀěŰŏƸ�
assignments electronically, and communicate with their teachers 
by email, phone, or video chat. Some teachers arrange collaborative 
studying and learning experiences with other students enrolled in 
the course.

• Many students combine their extracurricular pursuits and passions 
with their home academic study, and teachers are prepared to 
help them customize their coursework and lesson submission to 
accommodate these other interests.

•� àĪ�żǳłĪƣ�ĜƣĪÿƸŏǜĪ�ǝÿǣƫ�Ƹż�ĪÿƣŲ�ĜƣĪģŏƸ�ƫǀĜŊ�ÿƫ��ģǜÿŲĜĪģ�®Ƹǀģǣ�
£ƣżšĪĜƸ܉�hŏłĪ�/ǢƠĪƣŏĪŲĜĪ�/ŧĪĜƸŏǜĪ� ƣĪģŏƸ܉�ÿŲģ�ģǀÿŧ�ĪŲƣżŧŧŰĪŲƸ

ܥܓĪĪ�ŲĪǢƸ�ƠÿŃĪ�łżƣ�ŰżƣĪ�ģĪƸÿŏŧƫ®ܤ



Signature Programs

Advanced Study Project

¼ŊĪ��ģǜÿŲĜĪģ�®Ƹǀģǣ�£ƣżšĪĜƸܡ£®�ܠ��żǳłĪƣƫ�ĪŲƣżŧŧĪģ�ƫƸǀģĪŲƸƫ�ƸŊĪ�ĜŊÿŲĜĪ�
to engage in an exciting and relevant academic, professional, or hybrid 
study of their own design while earning credit and preparing for the 
ĜŊÿŧŧĪŲŃŏŲŃ�ǝżƣŤ�żł�ĜżŧŧĪŃĪ�ÿŲģ�ěĪǣżŲģ�®ƸǀģĪŲƸƫ�ģĪǜĪŧżƠ�ÿ�ƫƠĪĜŏǿĜ�
area of interest by working with both a local mentor and an Oak 
Meadow faculty advisor, who guide them through the initial process 
żł�ƫŊÿƠŏŲŃ�ÿŲģ�ǿŲĪܫƸǀŲŏŲŃ�ƸŊĪŏƣ�ƠƣżƠżƫÿŧ܉�ģĪǜĪŧżƠŏŲŃ�ÿŲ�żǀƸŧŏŲĪ�ÿŲģ�
ƠŧÿŲŲŏŲŃ�ƫŊĪĪƸ܉�ÿŧŧ�ƸŊĪ�ǝÿǣ�Ƹż�ƸŊĪ�ĜżŰƠŧĪƸŏżŲ�żł�ƸŊĪ�ǿŲÿŧ�ƠƣżšĪĜƸ� ƣĪģŏƸ�
may be transferred to another program.

hŏłĪ�/ǢƠĪƣŏĪŲĜĪ�/ŧĪĜƸŏǜĪ� ƣĪģŏƸ

¼ŊƣżǀŃŊ�żǀƣ�hŏłĪ�/ǢƠĪƣŏĪŲĜĪ�/ŧĪĜƸŏǜĪ� ƣĪģŏƸ�ƠƣżŃƣÿŰ܉�ĪŲƣżŧŧĪģ�ƫƸǀģĪŲƸƫ�
can earn up to one full elective credit per year for their work experience, 
ŰǀƫŏĜ�ŧĪƫƫżŲƫ܉�ƫƠżƣƸƫ�ÿĜƸŏǜŏƸŏĪƫ܉�ǜŏƫǀÿŧ�ÿŲģ�ǿŲĪ�ÿƣƸƫ�ƠƣżšĪĜƸƫ܉�ģÿŲĜĪ܉�
martial arts, and more. 

Dual Enrollment

Oak Meadow encourages dual enrollment and supports students who 
wish to pursue academic interests beyond the Oak Meadow course 
żǳłĪƣŏŲŃƫ� żǀƣƫĪƫ�ƸÿŤĪŲ�ÿƸ�żƸŊĪƣ�ÿĜĜƣĪģŏƸĪģ�ƫĜŊżżŧƫ�ĜÿŲ�ěĪ�ŏŲĜŧǀģĪģ܉�
with approval of our high school program director and registrar, on the 
student’s Oak Meadow transcript. Oak Meadow students frequently 
participate in classroom science labs, group language courses, and other 
classes at their local high school or community college, and through 
study-abroad programs.

Ariana’s ASP focused on fashion design using second-hand clothing. 
She explored the history of the clothing industry and the associated 
waste of materials, then she began designing new creations from used 
or discarded pieces. Ariana kept careful track of her expenses, explaining 
how much she spent and saved in the process of recycling each article. 
A portfolio of drawings and photographs brought the project to life; for 
example, she illustrated how an old tablecloth reemerged as a beautiful 
1950s-style coat.

- -

Quaid’s family was forced to move out of their home due to mold 
infestation. As a result, Quaid decided to learn everything he could about 
mold, mycotoxins, remediation methods, and health issues caused by 
mold exposure. For his ASP, he created a website that told his family’s 
story, along with an extensive list of information and resources to help 
ƠĪżƠŧĪ�ģĪÿŧ�ǝŏƸŊ�ƸŊĪ�ŲĪŃÿƸŏǜĪ�ĪǳłĪĜƸƫ�żł�Űżŧģ�ĪǢƠżƫǀƣĪ�®ǀěƫĪƢǀĪŲƸŧǣ܉�
¥ǀÿŏģ�ěĪĜÿŰĪ�ÿ�ƠÿƣƸܫƸŏŰĪ�ƫÿŧĪƫƠĪƣƫżŲ�łżƣ�ÿ�ŧŏŲĪ�żł�ÿŏƣ�ǿŧƸĪƣƫ

- -

For her ASP, Catherine chose to learn about the professional horse 
ěǀƫŏŲĪƫƫ܉�ƫƠĪĜŏǿĜÿŧŧǣ܉�ĪǜĪŲƸŏŲŃ�àżƣŤŏŲŃ�ÿƫ�ÿŲ�ŏŲƸĪƣŲ�ÿƸ�ÿ�ƸƣÿŏŲŏŲŃ�łÿƣŰ�
ŏŲ�ßŏƣŃŏŲŏÿ܉� ÿƸŊĪƣŏŲĪ�ǝÿƫ�ŏŲǜżŧǜĪģ�ŏŲ�ƫĪǜĪƣÿŧ�ÿƫƠĪĜƸƫ�żł�ŊżƣƫĪ�ĜÿƣĪ܈�
taking lessons in dressage, jumping, and cross country (three aspects 
of eventing), training her horse, and competing. She also interviewed 
ƸƣÿŏŲĪƣƫ܉�ƸŊĪ�ěÿƣŲ�ŰÿŲÿŃĪƣ܉�ÿŲģ�ǜĪƸĪƣŏŲÿƣŏÿŲƫ�NĪƣ�Ńżÿŧ�ŏƫ�Ƹż�ěĪĜżŰĪ�ÿ�
professional horse trainer and to compete at the international level, and 
this ASP allowed her to focus on the skills needed to pursue her dream.

Examples of Advanced Study Projects
by Oak Meadow students






